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Introduction
Current solution:
Limitations
1. Pollution 2. Expensive 3. Destructive to delicated object 4. Low tolerence

La er of air

vacuum ball

mechanical finger

Now, we have a smart solution-- the Autonomous Gecko-Inspired Symbiosis Robotics ~End-Effector!
~
It uses millions of micro-scaled thin films that adhere to a surface using powerful Van
Der Waals forces - the same way that geckos climb. This end effector makes it possible to attach and lift any kind of flat and smooth surfaces without compressed air or
any external power. Using easy gripping operation, it creates a more clean, efficient,
cost-effective solution with varies lift & place applications.

Principles

Schematic diagram
Autonomous process

• Geckos have specialized hairs on their
feet called setae, that let them stick to vertical surfaces without falling.
• Six properties of the gecko are found especially significant or preferred as a gripper: high adhesion coefficient (adhesion
force over the preload), anisotropic attachment, low detachment force, material in. ependent adhesion, self-cleaning, and
·- st·._,__,kiness under repeated use.
• fJ'tl~,~preload and drag steps are necessa 'L · 10 · ·nitiate significant adhesion in
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Position programming
Input package's infonnation,
orientation and position.

Staubli controller
Coordinates send to controller

and then actuate staubli
tx60 arm

Gecko-inspired
end-effector

Environment
sensor feedback

When the robotics am, reached

Environment sensor will be

designed position, grasping process
is proceeded

responsible for detecting whether the
package is grasped or not

Autonomous Gecko-Inspired Symbiosis Robotics End-Effector

Gecko-inspired end-eﬀector

Gecko's patch

Tx60 robotics arm

Pneumatic

Staubli CSSC controller

Force torque sensor
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The end-effector has both auto-controlled and
hand-hold editions to adopt various usages.
The auto-controlled edition is consist of the
mechanical system and the control system. The
mechanical system is mainly a pair of 3cm*3cm
silicone rubber patches that mimic gecko features, and a multi-axis robotic arm (Staubli). It
achieves a smooth transition in a 3-dimensional system while grasping the object with maximum weight up to 275g, for example, most of
mobile phones. The load capacity can be significantly increased by enlarging the patch. The
control system ensures force and position data
management, to apply suitable preload and
complete the operations precisely. Meanwhile,
a hand-hold edition was developed as a low
cost and portable tool.
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Advantages
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Vacuum usable
Enable no-duct
working environment,
can be used in space

Less contamination
No glue or track left
on the substrate

Long life cycle
Has a nature of
self-cleaning
that indicates repeated
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Fast response
Neglectable time
to acheive
maximum adhesion

Low cost
Has much lower
fabrication cost
compared to
curent solutions
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Market potential
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Thin-film glass industry
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